2005 chevrolet cavalier

Despite various revisions, there's no hiding the fact that the Chevrolet Cavalier was engineered
more than a decade ago, leaving it hopelessly outclassed by nearly every other car on the
market. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Cavalier lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Ancient design inside and out, cheap interior materials, poor build
quality, low resale value, poor side-impact and front-offset crash test results, ABS no longer
standard. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the
Cavalier for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when
prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I am a car
ASE mechanic of over 20 years. This is a good family car. The best Chevy sedan I have seen in
years. Good reliability, good quality. I dont care what JD Power says, it's the best sedan yet.
Chevy Cavalier. Good Ride! Again I bought a Chevy. And I'm glad. This seems to be a good little
car. It only had 41, miles on it. Runs like a champ except a rattle at startup which seems to be
just until oil reaches the top of the motor, about seconds. It has plenty of power. Has good cold
air, good radio and CD, cruise, auto trans, and nice interior. I know it's outdated but it was such
a popular car so they did not need to redesign fast. My first Cavalier and so far I'm happy. Read
less. My Cavalier gets me and the family everywhere we need to go. In this hectic world, a
dependable vehicle means the world to me. I feel confident and safe in my new Chevy! See all
reviews of the Used Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Cavalier.
Sign Up. The Chevrolet Cavalier is a line of small cars produced for the model years through by
Chevrolet , and then later reintroduced in for the Chinese Market. The Cavalier replaced the
Monza in North America. The Monza was available as a 2-door coupe , a 3-door hatchback and a
3-door wagon using the same body as the discontinued Vega wagon, the model it replaced. The
inexpensive Chevette was retained even as sales declined, and was formally replaced by even
smaller captive imports. Both previous platforms had rear-drive layouts while the new design
followed the front wheel drive trend, as in the Dodge Omni and Honda Civic. Ford and Chrysler
also introduced new front drive compacts. The small Cavalier even helped fill in lagging sales of
the compact Citation. The Cavalier first went on sale in May as a model with front-wheel-drive,
[2] a choice of two carbureted versions of the GM series four-cylinder pushrod engines, and 2
and 4-door sedan, hatchback, and station wagon body styles. Convertibles were added in ,
initial production totaling less than The Cavalier name originated from GM's then-British
subsidiary Vauxhall , who applied it to badge engineered variants of the Opel Ascona , the third
generation of which was the first J-body car to be released. The models received a mild facelift
featuring quad headlights. Z24 was introduced in for model year coupe and hatchback
configurations. The Cavalier was restyled in for the model year. The sedan and wagon were
unchanged from the doors back, while the coupe's exterior was completely redesigned. This
resulted in different trunk designs for the coupe and sedan. The convertible was only available
as a Z The VL and RS came standard with the 2. An electronic dashboard was available with the
RS and Z24 trims. For , the steering column was redesigned. The new self-aligning steering
wheel was designed so as to reduce injuries in a collision by bending to conform to the driver's
chest. Also, rear shoulder belts became standard on all models. RS and Z24 custom cloth
seating received a new style of front bucket seats with integral headrests. For , the base engine
was enlarged to a 2. Door-mounted automatic front seatbelts were added due to US passive
restraint legislation. The optional V6 engine was also upgraded to the 3. However, the Beretta
convertible was shelved at the eleventh hour, before a Cavalier convertible could be prepared.
The Cavalier got a more extensive restyling that involved a new hood, bumpers, headlights,
taillights, wheel covers and a redesigned interior, however with the body style remaining
unchanged. Most notably, the cooling system was redesigned to draw air from the bumper,
giving it a Ford Taurus -style bumper and grille-less nose. The new bumpers were unpainted,

with the option to have them colored grey, black or white; the latter only available on
white-colored models. The RS and the Z24 eschewed this for a color keyed body package. Z24
models also gained the options for a height adjustable driver's seat and a CD player. The
platform and trim lines were carried over, while the convertible was brought back mid-year in
the RS trim only with the V6 standard. Minor changes for also included the Alpha Tech ignition
lock cylinder, which incorporated a dual-bit key that was larger and thicker in size in
comparison to the old single-bit lock cylinder system that had been used for years. The lock
system was intended to be a stronger deterrent to vehicle theft, but constant problems were
reported with the lock jamming. It was dropped after an improved dual-bit single key system
was introduced for the model year and redesign. For , the 2. Antilock brakes were added as a
standard feature, as Delco Moraine had managed to develop a low-cost system. Power locks
were also standard, and were designed to automatically lock when the car is shifted out of park,
or if the car is traveling at least 8 miles per hour in manual transmission equipped Coupe
models. Model year brought minimal changes to the Cavalier line. The convertibles receive a
glass rear window, allowing rear window defrost as an option. The VL trim was dropped on the
wagon, while the 2. The Chevrolet Cavalier was introduced in Mexico in model year to replace
the Chevrolet Celebrity which has been until then the access to mexican GM lineup. The initial
offer consisted only in a 4 door sedan with a 2. For the mexican Cavalier continues unchanged.
For , the mexican Chevrolet Cavalier in addopts the aestethics from the Pontiac Sunbird. No
wagons and convertibles were offered in Mexico. The Cavalier received its first total redesign
for , with expanded dimensions and more aerodynamic styling, taking minor design cues from
the 4th generation Chevrolet Camaro. Some of the basic styling cues remained however, such
as the bumper-integrated grille, the coupes' dipped beltline, and the charcoal-colored bumpers
on some base model cars. Coupe, sedan, and convertible options were offered, however the
wagon model was discontinued. The car now had the available option of 15 and 16 inch wheels.
By , the Cavalier became the best selling car within the entire GM lineup. For the 3rd generation,
powertrain options were limited to inline-four engines. The option for a V6 engine , which had
been available in the first and second generation, was dropped and replaced by a new
four-cylinder of similar power output. Base and RS models still retained the 2. As of a new
4-speed automatic became available in any trim. The Z24 and LS convertible used the 2. This
engine could also be special ordered on a 4 door LS model. The 2. The Z24 only came in
two-door coupe models until and featured a sport-tuned suspension, inch tires, alloy wheels
and improved interior electronics. Aesthetically little changed from the other models other than
a ground effects kit and taller rear spoiler. In a 4-door Z24 Sedan debuted, featuring the same
mechanics but having a less sporty body. The Z24 trim also received several other upgrades
including a wider front sway bar and FE2 Sports Suspension for better handling characteristics,
and less aggressive ABS anti-lock braking system. In , the 3-speed automatic was dropped from
the base models equipped with the 2. These engines improved fuel economy, featuring the
same displacement as the GM Pushrod Engine 2. The supercharger kit was developed and
tested by General Motors and could only be installed at a GM dealer. This upgrade increased
performance considerably due to a pressure of 4. The third generation Cavalier had two
facelifts. There was a minor one in with new front and rear bumper fascias which included
revised headlamps and taillamps for models. Also, IIHS fatality risks statistics rated the Cavalier
among the "highest rates of driver deaths", with four-door to two-door driver deaths per million
registered vehicle years. Average for the Cavalier class small was four-door to two-door driver
deaths per million registered vehicle years. Aside from the fact that it was right hand drive, the
Toyota Cavalier also featured a leather-wrapped shift knob, steering wheel and park brake lever,
wider front fenders, amber turn signals for Japanese regulations, power folding side mirrors,
side turn signal repeater lights on the front fenders, and carpeting on the inside of the trunk lid.
Interior seats were often flecked with color, and the rear seat had a fold-down armrest. Vehicles
produced from February through December were available with a leather interior equipped with
an automatic transmission only. All models featured wheels borrowed from the Pontiac Sunfire.
The Toyota Cavalier was available in 2. TRD made a body kit and rear wing for the Cavalier,
available exclusively in Japan. The car was sold only at Toyota Store Japanese dealerships. The
Toyota Cavaliers came equipped with the 2. Prices for the coupe started at 2 million yen for the
coupe, and 1. The introduction of the Toyota Cavalier was not the first time the Cavalier was
sold in Japan. Yanase Co. When the decision was made to sell the Cavalier as a Toyota, this
disrupted operations at Yanase. Yanase also provides complete maintenance services for all
vehicles sold. Due to higher than typically average vehicle inspection costs, a fair number of
these vehicles are re-exported as Japanese used cars, most notably to Australia and New
Zealand. Production of the Toyota Cavalier ceased in June Despite Toyota making considerable
efforts to sell the Cavalier on the domestic market, the Japanese public perceived the quality of

workmanship to not be up to the standard typically expected of locally built cars. This car was
discontinued in , the last Cavalier rolled off the assembly line on October 6, It was developed on
the same platform as the first generation Cruze, the Delta II platform , and uses the 1. Its pricing
sets the Cavalier exactly between the smaller Sail and the more modern second generation
Cruze. Deliveries started in September, with almost 10, units sold in its first month, but there are
indications the Cavalier cannibalizes sales of the similarly priced first generation Cruze, which
continues to be sold in China. As of , the fourth generation Cavalier is also sold in Mexico with
the same name, replacing the Chevrolet Sonic. The Cavalier was updated for the model year for
Mexico with minor changes, adding three new colors, new alloy design, four airbags and ABS
brakes, three-point seatbelts, and stability control as well as minor changes to the interior for
the LT trim line including a 7" with Chevrolet myLink and Smartphone Integration for Apple
CarPlay. The Cavalier went on sale on 23 September From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not
to be confused with Vauxhall Cavalier. Motor vehicle. Car Body Design. Retrieved Decatur,
Illinois. First Coast News. Johnson Publishing Company. Nov MSN Autos. Archived from the
original on All Corvettes Are Red. Simon and Schuster. Poughkeepsie Journal. Archived from
the original PDF on The Truth About Cars. Al Volante. Retrieved May 2, Chevrolet vehicles.
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Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Despite various revisions,
there's no hiding the fact that the Chevrolet Cavalier was engineered more than a decade ago,
leaving it hopelessly outclassed by nearly every other car on the market. I am a car ASE
mechanic of over 20 years. This is a good family car. The best Chevy sedan I have seen in
years. Good reliability, good quality. I dont care what JD Power says, it's the best sedan yet.
Bought this due to divorce and great choice. Normal wear. Just oil changes and new tires and
brake pads in year 5. Easy to park in those tight places. No one wants to steal it cuz its plain-I
like that! I would like to warn owners of a problem with the hydraulic clutch in the Chevy
Cavalier. The line from master cylinder to slave cylinder may be rubbing on the farm and is
wearing through and one day you will step on the pedal and it will go right to the floor and stick
there, leaving the engine engaged to the transmission. I talked with General Motors and they
more or less just laughed at me. Too bad they say you are off warranty.. Hopefully no
inexperienced driver has this happen to them or there could well be a serious accident even
leading to death. GM doesn't want to hear about it. Write a review. See all reviews. Available
styles include 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Chevrolet

Cavalier and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Cavalier 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Cavalier. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Chevrolet Cavalier and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the Cavalier featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Cavalier. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Cavalier. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Ancient design inside and out, cheap interior materials, poor build
quality, low resale value, poor side-impact and front-offset crash test results, ABS no longer
standard. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review
Despite various revisions, there's no hiding the fact that the Chevrolet Cavalier was engineered
more than a decade ago, leaving it hopelessly outclassed by nearly every other car on the
market. Sponsored cars related to the Cavalier. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars,
Best Chevy. The Edmunds experts tested the Cavalier both on the road and at the track. You
probably care about Chevrolet Cavalier fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Cavalier
gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Cavalier has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Chevrolet Cavalier is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Cavalier. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Cavalier's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Chevrolet Cavalier is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, ca
dual rv battery wiring diagram
vrd fog lights scion tc
citroen c4 headlight bulb change
rgo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Cavalier is
a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing
team Learn more. Other versions include: 2dr Coupe 2. If you're interested in the Chevrolet
Cavalier, the next question is, which Cavalier model is right for you? Cavalier variants include
2dr Coupe 2. What do people think of the Chevrolet Cavalier? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet
Cavalier and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Chevrolet Cavalier? Which Chevrolet Cavaliers are available in my area? Can't find a new

Chevrolet Cavaliers you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Chevrolet Cavalier? Check out Chevrolet lease specials. Sign Up.

